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The trusted jurisdiction for secure data
processing and storage

Guernsey – The trusted jurisdiction for secure
data processing and storage
Guernsey is a leading global financial centre. It is also the perfect jurisdiction for:
1.
2.
3.

Individuals who want greater control of their data, assured privacy
Businesses who want to assure the security of their high value data assets and demonstrate
credibility through compliance, while operating in an innovative and competitive environment
International businesses with high value data assets that work in the EU and US but need to be
independent of both trading blocks

Business in Guernsey - an overview
Confidence – there is substance to Guernsey’s businesses and some of the world’s biggest businesses
		
operate in Guernsey’s 62 square kilometres
Stability –
		

Guernsey is politically and economically stable, and a trusted jurisdiction in meeting the highest
international standards of regulation and governance

Security –
		

Guernsey is a safe community with low levels of crime and an EU-equivalent data protection framework
- a trusted jurisdiction in every respect

Competitive – Guernsey is one of the world’s leading international finance centres because it is a place that is
		
committed to being competitive
Innovation – Guernsey is a global leader in new products and services including e-commerce, cyber security,
		
fintech and information services

Confidence
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Data privacy and assurance for individuals, high compliance standards for business
Data hosting and supporting the value and creation of intellectual property through
‘big data’ analytics and analysis
Resilient fibre connectivity to the UK and France, and onwards to the rest of the world six cables from Guernsey – and fast 4G mobile technology across the entire island
World class data centres, business facilities and IT service providers – and a track record in
providing cloud and data solution for one of the world’s most successful and trusted financial
services centres
Long-established e-commerce and fintech sector developed through decades of experience
in financial services and e-gaming
High standards of regulation for data protection (including EU data adequacy and unique 		
database and image rights laws)
Official disclosure requires authority of HM Procurer (Guernsey’s Attorney General).

Stability
•
•
•
•

•

Guernsey sets its own tax rates and funds its own public services; it has no GST/VAT, no Capital
Gains Tax, and a government commitment not to tax more than 28% of GDP
Long track record of prudent macroeconomic policy, a Core Investment Reserve and has funded
external borrowing through the issuing of a bond
AA- rating from Standard & Poor’s.
The Financial Stability Board has confirmed that Guernsey was a jurisdiction that was ‘already
demonstrating sufficiently strong adherence to regulatory and supervisory standards on
cooperation and information exchange’
The International Monetary Fund (IMF)’s financial stability assessment programme has concluded
that Guernsey has met or exceeded the internationally accepted regulatory standards as
endorsed by the G20

Security
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data protection framework recognised by the EU as being equivalent to its own framework
Guernsey has true data sovereignty
Policies on information protection interconnect to cover business, individual and government
Local businesses with global expertise and global reach in cyber, data and information protection
Local advocates (law firms) with expertise in information and data protection
The IMF gave Guernsey high ratings for the quality of its FATF-based AML controls, when it
reported on them, following an inspection, in January 2011
Since 2000, Guernsey has been one of the few jurisdictions in the world to regulate trust and
corporate service providers

Competitive
•
•
•
•
•

Highly competitive corporate tax rate that has been approved by the EU Code of Conduct
Group on Business Taxation as ‘non-harmful’
World-class professional service and digital infrastructure
Home of a digital innovation and education centre to support the developing fintech 			
and other industry sectors
Skilled people who bring expertise developed around the world – in law, accountancy,
company administration, project management and innovation
Excellent air links to a London hub through an award-winning airline, a strong general aviation
industry and is home to the Channel Islands aircraft registry 2-REG

Innovation
•
•

•
•
•

Modern and dynamic intellectual property regime, including the world’s first image rights register
Not constrained by EU rules, Guernsey can adapt EU intellectual property laws to give wider
protection - an example being the Guernsey database right, which is wider than the EU database
right in terms of the required investment in the database
Developed the concept of protected cell companies (PCC)
World-leading centre for captive insurance
Home of the internationally recognised and well-regulated Channel Islands Securities Exchange

About Guernsey
•
•

•
•
•

In the sterling zone, English speaking and in the UK time zone, very strong economic and
transport links to London and the City - but not part of the UK
EU- data adequacy protection framework, and access to European markets through equivalence
agreements with the EU – but not subject to EU Directives or regulation; some describe Guernsey
as “London minus Brussels”
Politically and economically stable, with a highly skilled workforce, quality public services and an 		
agile government that is committed to supporting innovation through legislation and regulation
The European Commission, like the OECD, has confirmed that it views Guernsey as a
‘cooperative jurisdiction’
The OECD Convention has been extended to Guernsey - so Guernsey is part of UK’s membership
of the OECD, and its decisions and apply to the same extent to Guernsey as they do to the UK

More about Guernsey
Web www.gov.gg
Locate Guernsey www.locateguernsey.com
Guernsey Finance www.guernseyfinance.com
Contact - securedata@gov.gg

@GOVGG

